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Experiments similar to optical polarization investigations were carried out on Fe57 Mi:issbauer y 
quanta. Uniaxial single crystals of siderite, FeC03 , were used as the polarizer and analyzer. It was 
found that the asymmetry of the two peaks of quadrupole doublets depended on the azimuthal angle (a) 
of rotation of the crystal axis of the analyzer relative to the polarizer. This dependence was used to 
determine the absolute probability f' of the Mi:issbauer effect in FeC03 at room temperature when the 
orientation of the crystal axis of siderite relative to the beam of y quanta was e = goo. The probabili
ties of the Mossbauer effect f' fore = 15, 30, 45, and goo were determined also from the asymmetry 
of the doublets and from the total area under both peaks in the y-resonance absorption spectra. 

HouSLEY, Gonser, and Grant[ll demonstrated that 
polarization phenomena must be taken into account in 
investigations of the resonance absorption of y quanta 
by single crystals with non-zero values of the electric 
field gradient at the nuclei. We used the Mi:issbauer 
effect to observe the polarization of y quanta by a uni
axial crystal of siderite (FeC03 ), i.e., a phenomenon 
similar to the polarization of visible light by crystals 
of quartz or Iceland spar. The polarization of y quanta 
was manifested by a change in the ratio of the ampli
tudes of the quadrupole doublet lines (A= 11/Ia-) caused 
by a change in the azimuthal angle a between the C axes 
of the electric field gradient in two single crystals of 
FeC03 , one of which acted as the polarizer and the other 
as the analyzer of y rays. 

The polarization was observed using natural single 
crystals of siderite, 120 ± 10 Jl thick, with the C axis 
lying in the plane of the crystal. The angle of incidence 
of y quanta was e = goo with respect to the plane of the 
crystal. Figure 1 shows, by way of example, the e =goo 
absorption spectra of two FeC03 single crystals of the 
same thickness; these spectra were recorded using 
parallel (a = 0) and perpendicular (a = goo) orientations 
of the C axes. Figure 2 shows the dependences of 
A = 17/Ia on the azimuthal angle a. 
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FIG. 1. Mossbauer spectra of two single crystals of siderite for azi
muthal angles of ex= 0 (curve 1) and ex= 90° (curve 2). The angle be
tween the direction of the-y-ray beam (Co57 source in Cr) and the C 
axis of both single crystals was e = 90° (T = 300°K). The thickness of 
each crystal was 120 ± I 0 j.l.. 
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FIG. 2. Experimentally ob-
tained and calculated dependences 0,3 

of the quantities A= l7T/Ia on the 
azimuthal angle ex, obtained for 
single crystals of siderite fore = o. 7 

90° and different values of x0/2 = 
naa0 f'. 

6[! ,9[! 
ct:,, deg 

For an unpolarized primary beam of y quanta the 
ratio of the amplitudes of the quadrupole doublet lines, 
due to 7T (± 3/2 - ± 1/2) and a (± 1/2 - ± 1/2) transitions 
(for e = goo)' is given by 

(1) 

where a7T' a represents the contribution, to the ampli
tudes of the 7T and a components, of the absorption (in 
the polarizer and analyzer) of the y quanta polarized 
along the C axis; b7T,CT is the corresponding contribution 
of the quanta polarized normally to the C axis. More-
over, 

c .. ,a c"·a 
+K 1 A; ) +K(C8)-K1 A,; +Cs )], (2) 

b"·aN2[K(c~;, )+K(Cs)-K(c~;, +cs), (2') 

where K(K) = Ke-K/2 [Io(K/2) + Il(K/2)]; Io, l1 are the 
zeroth- and first- order Bessel functions of an imagin
ary argument; Cs is the effective dimensionless thick
ness of the radiation source, equal to nsafa 0 , 

c::. 11 = 3/2Xo, C~22 = 0, C~ 12 = 3/~tXo, 

CAll= 1/2Xo, c1.2l = 2xo, c112 = 5/4 Xo, 

and xo = 2naf'a0 , where n is the number of iron nuclei 
per 1 cm2 of one crystal. 
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An expression similar to Eq. (1) can be derived also 
for the ratio of the areas of the two peaks of a quadru
pole doublet. However, in t_his case the expressions for 
a7T,CJ and b7T,a are different: 

(3) 

(3') 

The expressions (2) and (2'), (3) and (3') are derived 
on the basis of the results reported inl2l and they are 
valid, in the form given here, when the polarizer and 
analyzer have the same thickness. It follows from Eqs. 
(1), (3), and (3') that a comparison of the experimental 
data with the theory can be used to determine directly 
the value of x0 , whereas in the case of Eqs. (1), (2), and 
(2'), we also have to know the value of Cs· However, an 
analysis of Eqs. (1), (2), and (2') and of Eqs. (1), (3), and 
(3') shows that the ratio of the amplitudes of the lines 
is a more sensitive function of the effective thickness 
of the crystals and of the angle 0! than the ratio of the 
areas of the two peaks of a quadrupole doublet. More
over, an experimental determination of the ratio of the 
areas under the peaks is less accurate than a measure
ment of the ratio of the amplitudes because, in the 
former case, we have to make precise allowance for the 
profiles and widths of the lines in the spectrum and to 
resolve the spectrum into the 7T and a cC>mponents. 

Therefore, we compared the theory with the experi
mental results on the polarization using the measured 
values of the ratio of the line amplitudes. 

The value of Cs was determined as follows. We in
vestigated the dependence of the total area under the 
two peaks in the spectrum of polycrystalline iron oxa
late (FeC20 4 ) on the thickness of the sample. It can be 
shown that the relationship between the total area under 
the peaks (Sexp) and the probability of resonance ab
sorption (f') is given by the following expression (in the 
case of quadrupole splitting and identical peaks): 

nf/ ( CA ){ Sexp =---K - 1 
1+~~ 2 

where K is the experimental value of the line width; 
r is the natural line width; f is the probability of reson
ance emission of a y quantum without recoil; {3 is the 
ratio of the background intensity of y radiation to the 
intensity of the resonance (14.4 keV) radiation in the 
primary beam ~ = expf a~h~; a~h is the photoeffect 

cross section of nuclei of an i-th type; ~ is the number 
of nuclei of the i-th type per 1 cm2 of a sample; A is 
the quadrupole splitting; CA is the effective thickness 
of the absorber (in units of xo). 

In the case of iron oxalate we can ignore the second 
term in Eq. (4) since A/K is very large. The value off' 
for FeC20 4 is known1H3 l and is equal to 0.275. 

A comparison of the obtained experimental data with 
Eq. (4) allows us to find the values off and (3. Figure 3 
shows the experimentally obtained and the calculated 
dependences of the ratio Sexp/ 1rr on the thickness of 

!Jit is reported in [3 ] that f' = 0.44. However, when later data on 
the conversion coefficient of Fe57 are used, it is found that the reso
nance cross section is o0 = 2.38 X 10-18 cm2 and therefore f' = 0.275. 

FIG. 3. Experimental data 8 exp/:Rr 
and calculated dependences of fl.B 
the total area under both peaks 
in Mossbauer spectra Sexp/7rr 0,5 
on the thickness of polycrystal
line samples of FeC20 4 (5) and 0.4 
FeC03 (1-4 ). The curves for 
FeC03 are plotted for f' = 0.5, 
0.45, 0.4, and 0.35 (curves I, 2, 
3, and 4, respectively). D IL.~--!:,,::----!2~,--J.+.:'J:-----!:4:;:.r-

.x, mg/cm2 

polycrystalline samples of iron oxalate. Curve 5 in 
Fig. 3 (for FeC20 4 ) yields the values f = 0.62 ± 0.02 and 
{3 = 0.10 ± 0.005. A comparison of the experimental and 
calculated dependences of the amplitude of a quadrupole 
doublet peak on the thickness of a sample of polycrys
talline iron oxalates gives Cs = 6.3 ± 0.5 for the cited 
values of f and (3. The amplitude of the peak is then cal
culated from the formula 

I= f K(CA/2)+K(Cs)-K(CA/2+Cs) (5) 
1+P~ K(Cs) 

Using the obtained value of Cs, we can estimate the 
expected width of the absorption line using the empirical 
expression given inl2l. The expected value is 
K = 0.36 mm/sec and the experimental value is Kexp 
= 0.33 ± 0.04 mm/sec. The values off, {3, and C~ just 
obtained can be used to determine the value of f for 
siderite on the basis of polarization experiments on 
single crystals. The value off' found in this way is 
0.44 ± 0.05 for (} =goo (cf. Fig. 2). 

It is interesting to compare the value of f' found from 
the polarization experiments with the probability of the 
effect deduced from the total area under the spectrum 
and from the value of A = 17T/Ia = cp(C A) for various 
angles (} (as has been done by us inl4 l ). Figure 3 shows 
the experimental values of Sexp and the calculated 
curves S for various thicknesses of a polycrystalline 
sample of siderite FeCO:!, deduced from Eq. (4). This 
comparison of the calculated and experimental data 
gave f' = 0.40 ± 0.04 and, moreover, it provided an addi
tional independent confirmation of the values of {3 (0.1) 
and f (0.62) deduced from experiments on iron oxalate. 2 > 

Moreover, the values of f' for single crystals were de
termined for (} = goo and (} = 15° from the total area 
under both absorption peaks. The value off' (in terms 
of C A) was calculated from the formula 

2Sexp. =-/ _ _!_2;[K(C")+K(C")]. (6) 
nl' 1 + ~(!\' 2 i AI AI 

Here, the summation was carried out over two mutu
ally perpendicular polarizations of y quanta (parallel 
and perpendicular to the C axis): 

Cl, = x0 (i +a") C", 

C~, = x0 (i, +a") C", 

C" =Pt.+ 1ts (3 cos• a- 1)], 
sin2 6 

arc = 1 ·+ cos2 e ' 

Cl, = x0 (1- a")C", 

C':t, =x0 (i- a") C", 

C" =Pt.- 1ta (3 cos• 6 -1)], 

a"= 3sin2 6 
5-3 cos2 6 · 

A comparison of the values of Sexp calculated using Eq. 

2>Integration over the angles taking into account all six values of 
f'(8), obtained in the present investigation by three different methods, 
gave f' = 0.47 ± 0.05 for a polycrystalline sample. 
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(6) with those obtained experimentally yielded the values 
f' = 0.55 ± 0.05 (8 = 15°) and f' = 0.47 ± 0.04 (8 = 90°) 
in good agreement with the polarization data (f' = 0.44 
± o.o5, 8 = 90°). 

The values off' for 8 = 15, 30, and 45° were deter
mined by a method similar to that described inl4 J, i.e., 
using the data on the asymmetry of the quadrupole doub
lets of single crystals for different angles 8 and taking 
into account the polarization.L 1 J The values of CA 
necessary in the determination of f' were found by com
parison of the experimental values of A = I1r/Io- with the 
formula 

I. 2j [K (C~) + K (Cs)- K (C~i + Cs)l 

A =fa= ~ [K (C~.) + K (Cs)- K (C.',i. + Cs)] (7) 
i t t 

assuming that c8 = 6.3. 
The values found in this way were: 

r = o.64 ± o.os <o = w). 
r = o~65 ± o.os (e = 30°), 
!' = 0.33 ± o.25 (e = 45°). 

An analysis of the angular dependence of f' showed 
that the anisotropy of iron atom vibrations in a crystal 
of siderite was very weak at room temperature. Our 
experiments on polycrystalline samples of siderite gave 
A > 1. In the early series of experiments the values of 
A exhibited a fairly large scatter and when the siderite 
powder was carefully dispersed the values of A in
creased to 1.10-1.15. However, experiments involving 
variation of the angle 8 indicated a dependence A(8) 
which showed that these samples had some texture. 
Therefore, we had to disperse again the paraffin matrix 

(shavings) containing siderite and then we found that the 
dependence A(8) of polycrystalline samples of siderite 
disappeared but the value of A(90o) decreased to 1.02 
± 0.03. 

Preliminary experiments on siderite crystals car
ried out using various angles and temperatures (T = 90 
and 490°K) showed that the anisotropy of the thermal 
vibrations of iron atoms increased and that (z2 ) < (x2 ) 

at T = 90°K and (z2 ) > (x2 ) at T = 490°K, i.e., an in
version of the anisotropy of vibrations occurred between 
these temperatures. 

These results explain why the room-temperature 
anisotropy of the thermal vibrations of iron atoms is 
fairly weak in strongly anisotropic crystals of FeC03 • 

The authors are deeply grateful to A. M. Afanas'ev 
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his help in the experiments. 
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